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INTRODUCTION
Conventional continuous casting is one of the most cost 
effective production routes for producing semifinished materials 
from molten steel. This cost–effectiveness is largely dependent 
on both quantity and quality of the final products. Therefore, 
it is essential to control the inter-reliant physical phenomena 
occurring simultaneously inside the mould such as fluid flow, 
heat transfer and solidification to provide a smooth and stable 
casting process. This subsequently decreases the probability of 
defects (i.e. deep oscillation marks, transverse and longitudinal 
cracks, etc.) and increases the overall yield in the form of 

decreased need for surface treatments and a decreased amount 
of scrapped materials [1, 2].
Application of multifunctional advanced mould powders in 
combination with more sophisticated casting machines have 
immensely improved the internal and surface quality of cast 
products. However, the introduction of newly developed 
materials and casting of crack sensitive steel grades under more 
severe casting conditions such as higher casting speeds are 
unfamiliar territories for casting floor engineers/operators. Thus, 
this demands further investigations of possibilities to improve 
the process optimization. For instance, peritectic steel grades 
are particularly prone to longitudinal cracks and an uneven shell 
growth due to inappropriate cooling rates. The underlying cause 
for castability problems in peritectic steels is the δ-Fe to austenite 
transformation, which is known to lead to: i) a significant 
variation in the thermal shrinkage coefficient due to the change 
in the atomic structure from a BCC phase to a FCC phase [3] and 
ii) a vast change in mechanical strength of the meniscus shell 
which produces a strong shell at a high ferrite potential (0.85-
1.05) where overcomes the ferrostatic pressure and shrinks away 
from the mould if the local cooling intensity is adequately high 
[4]. The resultant shrinkage leads to an uneven shell growth and 
in the worst-case scenario to longitudinal cracks. Therefore, it is 
absolutely necessary to regulate the cooling rate of the newly 
formed shell in order to obtain a defect free and smooth shell 
growth. 
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Normally, casting setups for newly developed materials 
are chosen by finding the closest composition already in 
production and by tuning the settings by trial and error tests. 
As expected, this procedure is rather expensive and only allows 
for the introduction of new materials in an “incremental” way. 
Furthermore, the number of variables involved in the casting 
process is very large (e.g. casting speed, SEN immersion depth, 
argon flow rate, mould oscillation, etc.) which makes it difficult 
to assess the effects that changes in one parameter would have 
on the rest of the parameters and vice-versa. Therefore, advanced 
multiphase numerical models capable of coupling different 
physical phenomena are required to investigate the complex 
phenomena which occur in the caster in order to reduce the gap 
between plant trials and a smooth mass production as well as to 
increase the casting efficiency by reducing the number of defects 
and costs due to the need for trial and error tests.

NUMERICaL MODEL
Methodology and computational domain
The present work deals with the industrial application of the prior 
models developed by the authors [1, 5-9] which investigate the 
performance of a conventional slab caster. The model solves the 
Navier-Stokes equations by use of an interface tracking technique 

known as the Volume of Fluid (VOF) technique [10] to calculate 
phase fractions. Furthermore, the Continuum Surface Force (CSF) 
method [11] is used to determine the effect of the surface tension 
at the meniscus. In this approach, a volume average value of the 
field variables and properties are calculated and are assigned 
to computational cells based on the computed volume fraction 
of each phase. Therefore, the calculated variables or properties 
in the computational cells represents either one pure phase or 
a mixture of two phases [6]. For instance, the mixture density 
(ρmix) and viscosity (μmix) are calculated as follows; see Equations 
1 and 2: 

(1)

(2)

where, (α) specifies the phase fraction and the subscripts (x) and 
(y) indicate any two of the phases in the cell [12]. In the VOF 
method, a single set of equations is solved for momentum, which 
comprises the mixture density and viscosity of the phases; see 
Equation 3. 

(3)

The terms (∇p) and ( ) denote the pressure difference and 
gravitational force vector. The last two terms (Ss) and (Sγ) represent 
momentum sinks created by solidification and interfacial tension 
phenomena, respectively[6].  
The fluid flow model is also coupled with heat transfer, 
solidification and Discrete Phase Model (DPM). The solidification 
model for the steel phase is based on an enthalpy porosity 
technique [12], where the mushy zone region is regarded as 
a porous medium. The amount of porosity is calculated based 
on liquid fraction fl where regions composed of 100% solid are 
considered to have zero porosity [12]; see Equation 4. 

(4)

Effectively, this approach creates a solidification front at Tliquidus, 
a mushy zone between (Tliquidus-Tsolidus), and a solid shell below 
Tsolidus. Finally, the calculated shell thickness is modified by the 
Zero Strength Temperature (ZST) which is equivalent to a 0.7 
solid fraction and is assumed to ensure an adequate strength to 
be pulled down at the casting speed [13].
Argon gas is normally injected during the process in order to 
reduce the clogging occurrence as well as to enhance the liquid 
steel cleanliness. The current model employs an Euler-Lagrangian 
approach [14-18], which treats the steel phase as a continuum 
by solving the Navier-Stokes equations. Furthermore, the 
discrete phase representing argon bubbles is solved by tracking 
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the particles through the calculated flow field. In addition, a 
modified drag force function based on the Eotvos number [19] is 
used instead of using the FLUENT DPM standard spherical and 
non-spherical drag functions. The modified drag force improves 
the bubbles behavior and shows a better agreement with 
experimental results [7]. In this study, the bubbles diameter and 
frequency are calculated based on the results by Iguchi et al. 
[20]. 
The recent industrial application of the coupled VOF-DPM 
method should be credited to Cloete et al. [19, 21], who 
implemented the technique for ladle metallurgy. The combined 
VOF-DPM method in the current work is based on such prior 
work, but has been adapted to continuous casting operations. 
This is done by making an addition of mould powder to the steel 
bath, where it is heated up to create a sintered layer as well as 
a liquid slag pool. The corresponding physical properties of the 
solid, liquid and powdered states are defined as a function of 
the temperature and position and they have been implemented 
through the use of a User Defined Function. The fundamentals 
behind the employed numerical models can be found in the 
ANSYS-FLUENT theory guide [12].
Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of a casting mould showing 
the solidifying shell, slag layers and total horizontal thermal 
resistance Rtotal for both fully and interrupted lubricated regions. 
The fully and interrupted lubricated regions are distinct by the 
absence of a liquid slag layer (Rliquid) and the formation of an air 
gap (Rair gap) in the interrupted lubricated area; see Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1 - A schematic illustration 
of a continuous casting mould [8]

This could be explained by a shell contraction during solidification 
and an inappropriate mould taper. In the current model, the 
powder break temperature Tbr is used to differentiate interrupted 
and fully lubricated regions from each other. This is due to that 
the shell contraction is not included in the calculations. Also the 
interfacial thermal resistance (Rint) is linked to the crystalline slag 
layer and it is obtained from Cho et al. [22] work. In general, it 
increases with an increased thickness of the slag film as well as 
with the degree of crystallinity.
Figure 2 shows the boundary conditions applied to the 2D 
computational domain. The computational domain is composed 
of half of the caster central plane, including the SEN, copper 
mould and cooling water channels as well as 1m of the strand 
length after the mould exit. 

Fig. 2 - A schematic illustration of the involved phases, 
boundary conditions and domain geometry [7] 

The treatment of heat extraction is considered through the use 
of two constant convection heat transfer coefficients based on 
the Nusselt number [23] and water flow rates [24] measured 
on-plant for primary and secondary cooling regions, respectively. 
Also, the mould oscillation parameters (e.g. stroke and frequency) 
are linked to the casting speed and are implemented through 
a User Defined Function. Equation 5 shows the mould velocity 
function for a sinusoidal mode [25]. 

(5)

where, f, a and t represent oscillation frequency, amplitude 
and time, respectively. Full details of the solution methods, 
computational mesh and boundary conditions have been 
published elsewhere [1, 5, 6, 9]. 

Design of Experiment and simulation Matrix
A matrix of simulations based on Design of Experiment (DOE) 
software has been defined for a peritectic steel grade cast using 
a constant pouring temperature. The DOE analysis exploits a 
second order BOX Behnken model [26] and includes 13 different 
casting setups; see Table 1. 
This study explores the interrelation between the casting speed 
(m/min), SEN immersion depth (mm) and argon injection rate (lit/
min) to investigate the effect of these parameters on the mould 
powder performance and process stability. 

Specifically, this study is aimed at:

• Predicting the transient slag infiltration and shell lubrication 
• Describing the transient shell formation 
• Finding the optimal casting conditions to minimize the 

formation of defects

Tab. 1 - Designated simulation matrix used 
in the parametric study

Exp. no Casting Speed  Immersion Depth Ar Flow 

1 Low Shallow Medium
2 Low Medium Low
3 Low Medium High
4 Low Deep Medium
5 Medium Shallow Low
6 Medium Shallow High
7 Medium Medium Medium
8 Medium Deep Low
9 Medium Deep High
10 High Shallow Medium
11 High Medium Low
12 High Medium High
13 High Deep Medium
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REsULTs aND DIsCUssION
There are various techniques and methods to obtain data from 
ANSYS-FLUENT. Providing results in the form of plots, contours 
and also recording data from monitoring points are the most 
common approaches. In the current model, a series of tracking 
points at different positions in the domain are defined in order 
to track various features of interest such as the shell thickness, 
cooling channels heat flux, slag film thickness, etc. These points 
are mainly located at 100 and 50 mm below the meniscus to 
analyze the behavior of newly formed meniscus shell and at the 
mould exit. The following are few examples of obtained results 
from simulations where all the acquired results have been 
normalized.

Regression Equations
A full statistical analysis was carried out based on the acquired 
data from simulations matrix. This led to the derivations of 
governing regression equations. These do not only describe 
the relationships between the casting settings and the process 
parameters, but also explain that to what extend these 
parameters are affecting the casting stability. As an example of 
regression results, Equation 6 shows the effect of the casting 
speed (V), SEN immersion depth (D) and argon injection rate (F) 
on the lubrication index (LI). 

(6)

where, b0-b9 are the regression coefficients. Lubrication index 
describes how deep liquid slag infiltrates into the mould-shell 
channel and can be used as a measure for the mould powder 
lubrication efficiency.  

Variable Immersion Depth 
The effect of a variable immersion depth, which is a typical 
practice in the casting floor, on the production has been studied 
through analyse of shallow, medium and deep positions of the 
SEN. Figures 3 and 4  illustrate the influence of shallow and deep 
SEN immersion depths on the lubrication index, slag film thickness 
at a position 100 mm below the meniscus, the channels heat flux 
and the shell thickness at the mould exit under an analogous 
casting speed (low) and argon flow rate (medium). 
The results show that the SEN immersion depth has an enormous 
effect on the slag infiltration; see Figure 3. The model predictions 
show a ~22% larger and a ~6% thicker LI and slag thickness 
for a shallow position compared to a deep immersion depth, 
respectively. This effect could be explained by a colder meniscus 
for the deep immersion depth due to a weaker upper roll. Thus, 
has a negative effect on slag infiltration into the mould-shell 
channel. 

Fig. 3 - Variation of the lubrication index and solid slag film 
thickness at different SEN immersion depths

The model is also able to capture the effect of the immersion 
depth on the amount of heat extraction through the cooling 
channels.  Basically, the amount of slag infiltration into the 
mould-shell channel defines how much heat is absorbed by the 
cooling water. The Predicted channels heat flux and resultant 
shell thickness at the mould exit is illustrated in Figure 4 . The 
deep position provides a ~5% higher channel heat flux, which 
consequently leads to formation of a ~4% thicker shell compared 
to the shallow position. This behaviour explains the uneven shell 
growth and thickness variations in the casting direction under 
similar casting conditions, which will have a negative impact on 
the production quality.  

Fig. 4 - Variation of the shell thickness and channels heat flux 
at different SEN immersion depths

The simulation results also show that the effect of a variable 
immersion depth is larger at higher casting speeds than at lower 
casting speeds. A 50% increased of the casting speed results in 
almost a 7% difference in the shell thickness for a similar SEN 
displacement and argon injection rate; see Figure 5. Based on the 
acquired results, a shorter SEN displacement is recommended in 
order to minimize the irregular shell formation by producing a 
more uniform heat transfer within the mould.

Modelling
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Fig. 5 - The effect of the SEN immersion depth on the heat flux 
and shell thickness at a high casting speed 

Casting speed and argon Flow Rate Effects
The casting speed is one parameter which plays an important 
role on the process stability and final product quality. For 
instance, breakouts and slag entrapment due to surface waves 
and a turbulent flow close to the steel-slag interface are deeply 
affected by the SEN design [27] and casting speed. Figure 6 
shows the influence of the casting speed on the shell lubrication 
at different immersion depths.

Fig. 6 - Effect of the casting speed and SEN immersion depth 
on the shell lubrication 

The results show that although a medium immersion depth 
provides a high lubrication at low and medium casting speeds, 
the solidifying shell suffers from a lack of lubrication at high 
casting speeds. Furthermore, a deep SEN position produces 
a small but a uniform lubrication to the shell. Based on the 
simulation results, it is seen that a shallow immersion depth 
forms a stable slag layer, which creates a maximum infiltration 
for a wide range of casting speeds. Therefore, it is recommended 
to avoid a combination of a high casting speed and a medium 
immersion depth, which is detrimental to lubrication efficiency 
and also to minimize the residence time at deep immersion 
depth due to low slag infiltration depth.
The effects of the casting speed and argon flow rate on the 
channels heat flux, shell and solid slag thickness are shown in 
Figure 7 at a shallow immersion depth. The results indicate a 
minor effect of the argon flow rate on the predicted parameters 
whereas as it was expected, the shell growth and the slag 
thickness decrease when the casting speed is increased. In 
contrast, the channel heat flux increases when the casting speed 
is increased from a low to a high speed. For example, a high 
casting speed produces almost a 23% thinner shell compared to 
a low casting speed; see Figure 7. 

Fig. 7 - Effect of the casting speed and argon flow rate on the 
casting parameters at shallow ID

Figures 8 (a-c) are 3D illustrations of the influence of the casting 
speed and argon injection on the shell growth at different 
immersion depths of the SEN.

 (a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8 - Effect of the casting speed and argon flow rate on the shell growth at 
a) a shallow, b) a medium, and c) a deep immersion depth of the SEN
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As was shown earlier, the acquired results emphasise major effects 
of the casting speed and immersion depth on the solidification, 
whereas the argon flow rate produces a minor effect on the shell 
growth.  The argon influence is more perceptible at low casting 
speeds. For instance, a combination of a low casting speed and a 
high argon flow rate has a negative impact on the shell growth 
rate; see Figure 8(a-c). This could be explained by larger bubbles 
compared to low argon flow rates, which create a distinctive 
behaviour in the bubble departure within the mould.  
Based on the results and previous experience [7], the low argon 
flow rate have a tendency to provide a more uniform distribution 
of bubbles, which are transported deeper into the mould by the 
discharging jet. In contrast, high argon flow rates leads to the 
formation of larger bubbles that tend to rise closer to the SEN, 
due to enhanced buoyancy and drag forces. This subsequently 
weakens the discharging jet and disturbs the heat transportation 
within the mould. These disturbances can also be seen in Figure 
9, which illustrates the effect of the casting speed and argon 
flow rate on the channels heat flux at shallow immersion depths. 
Specifically, it is seen that a high casting speed leads to almost a 
26% higher heat flux compared to a low casting speed.  

Fig. 9 - Effect of the casting speed and argon flow rate on the 
channels heat flux at a shallow immersion depth                                                  

CONCLUsIONs
A 2D numerical model including the interactions between the 
mould powder and steel grade was developed. The model was 
used to simulate a series of casting setups for a peritectic steel 
grade under transient conditions. The results show that the model 
is able to capture the effect of different casting parameters on 
the process stability and has the potential to be applied as a 
benchmark to diagnose and analyse different continuous casting 
practices. Based on the performed parametric study and a DOE 
analysis the following recommendations were proposed to the 
casting floor engineers in order to enhance casting stability and 
production yield:
• Reduce the SEN displacement in order to create a uniform 

heat distribution within the mould, which is extremely 
beneficial to prevent an irregular shell growth and to increase 
the product quality. 

• Avoid high argon injection flow rates, due to their negative 
effect on the flow pattern and consequently heat distribution 
within the mould. 

• Minimize the time that the SEN spends at the deep position 
since it reduces the slag infiltration due to cold meniscus 
which is detrimental to the product surface quality.

• Avoid high casting speeds in combination with large SEN 
displacements which, creates a thin solidifying shell with a 
large variation in thickness.

These changes have been tested at the caster with considerable 
reductions in the number of defects such as longitudinal cracks. 
This has resulted in a decreased amount of scarfing. Due to these 
improvements, a new immersion depth strategy with tighter 
displacements was implemented at the caster.
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